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Jimmy Rice, The World of Paradox, acrylic on canvas, (OVERALL SIZE), Courtesy of the artist and JPS Gallery.
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SHOUT Gallery is pleased to announce Glitchy, a series of new and collected artworks by Hong 
Kong artist Jimmy Rice. 

Through bold colours combined with a realistic painting style, Glitchy continues the satirical nature 
of Jimmy’s work. As our current world is flipped by current affairs and a world pandemic, Jimmy 
hopes to go on a journey to explore the scenes we see in the media, everyday life and the city we 
live in. 

Jimmy describes that he is a naturally curious person and is very up-to-date with the news. He also 
analyses historical events through his own exploration. As he processes the information, he invites us 
to dig deeper beneath the surface.  

He believes that an artist must reveal the truth, but he also understands that some comments can be 
unconventional. He accepts criticism yet encourages the audience to be more analytical of what they 
see.  The world is in turbulence, Jimmy sees this as an opportunity to reflect on the dangers that 
might come. His modernised patterns and fearless colours are indications for us to be tentative 
about the happenings close and far.  

In his previous series, he had also reflected these ideals through controversial artistic makings. The 
“Black Peace” series is a sculpture collection of skull-headed Terracotta Army in black. It explores the 
idea of the human mind being controlled by a higher power. The series became an instant success.  
In this exhibition, Jimmy revisits this series by modernising the colours. His “R collection”, in which he 
explores the irony between humans and the natural environment, will also be reinterpreted. Through 
these renewals, Jimmy hopes to create more relatable works for modern times. 

ABOUT JIMMY RICE 
Jimmy RICE, born in 1980, is a Hong Kong artist with more than 20 years of experience in the creative 
industry. His career spans from advertising art direction, visual merchandising, and designing for shopping 
mall displays, festive decorations, interior spaces and public spaces.  

Jimmy had collaborated with renowned brands including Calvin Klein CK One, Coca-Cola, Converse, Ecko, 
Eastpak, Heineken, HKTDC, Hong Kong Creative commune, K-Swiss, Pony and Ted Baker UK. 



Living in Hong Kong also allowed him to become curious and absorbent about cultures and technological 
advancements. That’s his reason for establishing his own b-boy crew in 1999, he hopes to promote Hong 
Kong street culture.  

Jimmy’s master in art is Mr. Liang Yi Chuan, a third-generation artist of the Lingnan School. Jimmy merges 
what he learns with bold brushstrokes and forms his own wild yet Chinese-influenced art style. 

In the “R collection”, he created 3D sculptures of animals with rifles instead of body parts, it balances out the 
brutality by giving power back to nature. The irony between humans and the natural environment is expressed. 

His black terracotta army series, “Black Peace”, reflects how humanity is deep-rooted in immorality. The 
concept came from the Warring Period of China, when Emperor Qin settled ‘unification’ with extreme tactics. 
Through this series, Jimmy comments on the irony of war and peace.  

Jimmy stresses that art should flow with its time and echo its era. Through history, he sees that humanity has its 
many faults. His hope is for humanity to start anew.  

EXHIBITION DATE !"e� 
20th May 2022 - 20th June 2022 
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Shop 109-112, 1/F , Hysan Place, 500 Hennessy Road, Causeway Bay 

@jimmyrice_art @shoutgallery  
#jimmyrice #glitchy #shoutgallery


